Scheme to equilibrate the Hall response of topological systems from coherent dynamics
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Two-dimensional topologically distinct Chern insulators are separated by gap closing points, which exist as Weyl points in three-dimensional momentum space. Slowly varying parameters in the two-dimensional Hamiltonian across two distinct phases therefore necessarily experience the gap closing process, which prevents the intrinsic physical observable, the Hall response, from equilibrating. Here we demonstrate a scheme to equilibrate the quantum Hall response from pure coherent dynamics as the Hamiltonian is slowly tuned from the topologically trivial to nontrivial regimes. We further apply our method to Weyl semimetals in three dimensions and find the equilibrated Hall response despite the underlying gapless band structure. Our finding not only lays the theoretical foundation for observing the Hall response in Chern insulators but also for observing and controlling Weyl semimetals in ultracold atomic gases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present there are significant interests and ongoing efforts in investigating out-of-equilibrium topological systems [1–25]. The motivation behind this is twofold. First, nonequilibrium topological systems can exhibit properties beyond the conventional theoretical framework classifying topological systems in equilibrium [7–25]. Second, in the context of highly coherent ultracold atoms, where preparation of topological ground state is challenging, driving the system Hamiltonian across a topological phase boundary and detecting the ensuing coherent dynamics have opened perspectives and possibilities for detecting equilibrium topological phases [4–6]. Here, although the many-body wave function initialized in a topologically trivial state stays trivial at all times, there arise dynamical features corresponding uniquely to the nontrivial bulk topology of the final Hamiltonian. While dynamical detection of the ground-state phase diagrams for Chern insulators in two dimensions have recently been reported [5,6] in ultracold quantum gases, the intrinsic Hall response has not been observed there.

For Weyl semimetals [26] in three dimensions—despite rapid development in a variety of fields [27–52]—its detection in cold atom experiments remains elusive. Since current experimental approaches for dynamical detection of 2D Chern insulators do not work for Weyl semimetals, it is natural to ask whether the nonequilibrium Hall response can manifest as an unambiguous signature for detection of Weyl semimetals in ultracold atomic gases. For Weyl semimetals, the key feature is the existence of pairs of Weyl points in gapless band structures. Such points can be regarded as the topological phase-transition points between the topologically trivial and nontrivial insulators in momentum space, leading to the topologically anomalous Hall response [29,30]. Indeed, in equilibrium, the Hall response can be directly measured reflecting the topological property of Weyl semimetals. However, in cold atom experiments for realizing (preparing a topologically nontrivial ground state is a challenge) or controlling Weyl semimetals, one inevitably experiences a nonadiabatic process, due to the gapless feature of Weyl semimetals, driving the system out of equilibrium.

In this paper, we propose a scheme to equilibrate the Hall response in both two-dimensional (2D) Chern insulators and Weyl semimetals. Our approach is motivated by a series of recent studies on nonequilibrium Hall response in 2D Chern insulators, pointing out that a nonequilibrium Hall response can build up despite the nontopological state when the Hamiltonian is slowly ramped into a topological regime. A crucial problem is, however, that this Hall response cannot naturally equilibrate to a quantized value, but rather strongly and persistently oscillates, due to inevitable nonadiabatic transitions through the gap closing point [53–55]. This issue necessarily occurs for Weyl semimetals as we have found, because of the gapless band structure containing Weyl points. To equilibrate the nonequilibrium Hall response is in principle possible by engineering laser noise [53] so that the coherent superpositions of excited and ground states of the Hamiltonian is randomized, leading to pure dephasing which preserves the band occupation, but, technically, it is very challenging to achieve this for every lattice momentum. Instead, here we show that, by simply turning on an electric field with suitable strength before the Hamiltonian is ramped into the Weyl semimetal phase, an equilibrated topological nonequilibrium Hall response can quickly arise in coherent dynamics, which
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We will be interested in the coherent dynamics of Hall response in an experimentally relevant scenario, where the system is initially prepared in the topologically trivial ground state of the Hamiltonian $H(m_i)$ with $m_i < -4J$. We tune $m_i$ slowly from $m_i$ to $-4J < m_i < 0$ according to $m_i(t) = m_i + (m_f - m_i)(1 - e^{-\tau t})$ with velocity $v$. This way, the Hamiltonian $H[m_i(t)]$ changes its topology from trivial to topologically nontrivial, undergoing a transition at an energy gap closing point at critical time $\tau_c$. To probe the Hall response, at time $\tau_c$, we ramp on an electric field along $y$ as $E_y(t) = E_0(1 - e^{-\tau t/\tau_c})$, which can be generated via a homogeneous time-dependent synthetic gauge field, i.e., $E_y(t) = \partial_t A(t)$. The Hall current along $y$ is computed by

$$J_y(t) = \frac{e}{h} \sum_{k \in BZ} \langle \psi_k(t) \rangle \partial_{k_y} H[k(t), m_i(t)] | \psi_k(t) \rangle, \tag{2}$$

where $| \psi_k(t) \rangle$ denotes the instantaneous wave function at momentum $k$, and the summation is over the first Brillouin zone (BZ). Note that the presence of electric field induces a shift in momentum via $k(t) = [k_x + eA(t)/h, k_y]$. The Hall response is thus given by $\sigma_{xy} = J_y(t)/E_y(t)$, measured in units of $e^2/h$.

We will analyze and compare the coherent dynamics of Hall response in two different protocols for controlling the electric field: (1) We first vary the mass parameter without electric field $E_y(t)$. Then, some time after the transition of the system through the critical point at time $\tau_c$, the $E_y(t)$ is turned on, i.e., $\tau_c \gg \tau_c$. (2) The $E_y(t)$ is turned on before the modulation of $m_i$, i.e., $\tau_c \ll \tau_c$. The numerical results for the coherent dynamics of Hall response in both protocols are shown in Fig. 1.

We find that, while a Hall response dynamically builds up after the Hamiltonian is ramped into a topologically nontrivial regime, its equilibration to a topologically quantized value under coherent evolution crucially depends on two elements for both protocols: (i) dispersion of the energy band of the final Hamiltonian $H(m_f)$, and (ii) the magnitude of $E_0$. In more detail, for $m_f = -2J$ [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)], where the corresponding energy band is flat along $k_x$ for $k_x = 0$ [see Fig. 2(a)], we see that the Hall response cannot reach equilibrium but rather exhibits strong and persistent oscillations for $E_0/e_0 \ll \hbar/2J$ in both protocols [see red curves for $E_0 = 0.001e_0$ with $e_0 = 2J/(ea)$ being the unit of the electric field], as also found earlier [53–55]. Remarkably, when $E_0$ is increased to be comparable to the ramp velocity (e.g., see green curves for $E_0 = 0.02e_0$), such irregularities disappear after a few oscillations in protocol (2), as opposed to its counterpart in protocol (1) where the oscillations are only moderately suppressed. When the underlying energy band becomes increasingly dispersive [see Fig. 2(b)], such as for $m_f = -3.4J$ [Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)], we see that the oscillations of the Hall response generically damps out at long times (but shorter than the time scale for Bloch oscillations) even for weak $E_0$ in both protocols, and increasing $E_0$ can significantly reduce the time for equilibration. These findings show that an equilibrated asymptotically quantized Hall response can build up from coherent dynamics, despite the nonadiabatic passage through the gap closing.

FIG. 1. Coherent dynamics of the Hall response for various strength of electric fields in two different protocols (see main text). Panels in the upper (lower) row correspond to the first (second) protocol. Here $m_i = -5J$, $v \hbar/(2J) = 0.02$, and $\tau_c = 10 \hbar/(2J)$. We note that the results are similar for $v \hbar/(2J) = 30 \hbar/(2J)$. For visuality, we have shifted the Hall response downward for different $E_0$ from an asymptotically quantized value. All curves are computed by the exact numerical method except for the pink curve in panel (a), which is calculated based on the perturbation approach. Here, $e_0 = 2J/(ea)$ is the unit of the electric field.

uniquely reflects the creation and transport of Weyl points. We stress that this phenomenon arises from a nontopological state, and is thus fundamentally different from the topological Hall response of Weyl semimetals in equilibrium.

Below, we will first illustrate the key physics underlying our scheme, taking the example of a 2D Chern insulator (see Fig. 1). Then we apply this scheme to Weyl semimetals and show how the equilibrated nonequilibrium Hall response manifests creation and time-varied separation of pairs of Weyl points, when the Hamiltonian parameter is slowly ramped across phase boundaries (see Fig. 4). As we show, our scheme not only adds an approach for equilibrating the Hall response in Chern insulators, but further sheds light on the ongoing experiments aiming at detecting Weyl semimetals and manipulating Weyl points.

II. EQUILIBRATED HALL RESPONSE OF A CHERN INSULATOR

We start by considering a Chern insulator motivated by its recent realization with ultracold atoms [56]. The relevant time-dependent Hamiltonian is

$$H[k, m_i(t)] = \sum_k c_k^d H[k, m_i(t)] c_k^d,$$

with
dx = 2J \sin(k_x),
dy = 2J \sin(k_y),
dz = m_i(t) + 2J \cos(k_x) + \cos(k_y),

J \text{ denoting the hopping strength, } a \text{ being the lattice constant, } \sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_z \text{ being the Pauli matrices, and } m_i \text{ being the mass parameter corresponding to the two-photon detuning, which can be controlled in cold atom experiments. For static } m_i, \text{ the ground state of the Hamiltonian is in the topologically nontrivial phase with Chern number } C = -\text{sgn}[m_i/(2J)] \text{ for } |m_i| < 4J, \text{ otherwise, it is in the topologically trivial phase with } C = 0.
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To gain insight into above dynamical behavior of Hall response, we first analyze protocol (1) using the perturbation approach. In this case, the energy gap closes at moment \( t_c = (0, 0) \) at time \( t_c \). Then at time \( t_c \) when \( E_c(t_c) \) is turned on, for simplicity and to capture the essential physics, we assume that \( H(m_f) \) has been reached and the state can be described by \( |\psi_k(t_c)\rangle = \sqrt{1 - p(k)e^{i\phi(k)}}|u_- (k)\rangle + e^{i\theta(k)}e^{-iD(k)}\sqrt{p(k)}|u_+ (k)\rangle \) for \( k \neq 0 \), where \( |\psi_{\pm}(k)\rangle \) denotes the excited (ground) state of \( H(k, m_f) \). Here \( p(k) \) is the relative phase, and \( D_1(k) = \int_0^t d\tau \epsilon_{+}(k, m_f) / h \) is the dynamical phase with \( \epsilon_{+}(k, m_f) \) the eigenereny of Hamiltonian \( H(k, m_f) \). Moreover, \( p(k) \) denotes the number of excitations created during the nonadiabatic passage through the gap closing. At times \( t > t_c \), where the gap has been reopened, using time-dependent perturbation theory [58], the evolution of \( |u_0 (k)\rangle \) can be approximated by \( |\Phi_0 (k')\rangle = e^{-i\int_0^t \epsilon_{+}(k', m_f) (k') / h} \times \left[ |u_0 (k')\rangle - ieE_c(t)|u_0 (k)\rangle/k_{x} / \epsilon_{+}(k) \times \right] \). Here \( \lambda \neq \lambda' \) and \( \gamma_c(t_c) \) is associated with the Berry phase in the \( \lambda \) band. Therefore, after ramping on the electric field, the state evolves from \( |\psi_{\lambda}(t_c)\rangle \) into \( |\psi_{\lambda}(t > t_c)\rangle = \sqrt{1 - p(k)e^{-iD(k)}\epsilon_{+}(k, m_f) / h} \times \left[ |u_0 (k')\rangle - ieE_c(t)|u_0 (k)\rangle/k_{x} / \epsilon_{+}(k) \times \right] \). Substitution of this ansatz into Eq. (2) then gives the Hall current, which well captures the dynamical behavior of Hall response at times \( t > t_c \), evidenced by the pink curve in Fig. 1(a), which almost exactly overlaps the red one.

The Hall current contains three contributions, i.e.,

\[
J_{t}(t) = J_{Hall}(t) + J_{Dis}(t) + J_{Osc}(t).
\]

Here, \( J_{Hall}(t) = (e/\epsilon_{+}(k')) \sum_k (1 - 2p(k))\Omega - (k') / h \) describes the weighted anomalous Hall current which has topological origin, with \( \Omega - (k') \) labeling the instantaneous Berry curvature for the lower band of \( H(k', m_f) \). In the limit of vanishing ramp velocity, \( J_{Hall}(t)/E_c(t) \) approaches the Chern number of \( H(m_f) \) besides a unit. The current \( J_{Dis}(t) = (e/h) \sum_k |1 - 2p(k)|\partial_k \epsilon - (k') \) arises from the weighted band velocity, which exactly vanishes because of the underlying symmetry in our system, i.e., \( \epsilon_{+}(k_x, k_y) = \epsilon_{-}(k_x, -k_y) \). The current \( J_{Osc}(t) \) comes from the coherent superpositions between the upper and lower bands, i.e.,

\[
J_{Osc}(t) = Re \left[ \sum_k \sqrt{p(k)}(1 - p(k))e^{i\phi(k) - D(k)} / \Gamma(t) \right],
\]

where \( Re \) takes the real part of an expression, \( D_2(k') = 2 \int_0^t d\tau \epsilon_{+}(k') / h \) and \( \Gamma(t) = \frac{\epsilon_{+}(k')}{h} e^{-2iD(k')} \)

\[
(g_{12} - 2ieE_c(t)h_{21} - 2\epsilon_{+}(k') / h) \times (g_{12}(k') = \langle u_- (k')|\partial_k |h(k', m_f)|u_+ (k')\rangle, \quad h_{12}(k') = \langle \partial_k |h(k', m_f)|u_+ (k')\rangle) \text{, obviously, } J_{Osc}(t) \text{ is responsible for the oscillation as we detail below.}
\]

Equation (4) allows us to understand the effect of electric field on the oscillations and their damping in the coherent dynamics of Hall response as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In our analysis we will focus on the term involving \( g_{12} \) while ignoring that involving \( h_{12} \), which is small due to gapped energy as is numerically verified. For a slow ramp, the excitations occur in a very narrow region near the gap-closing point at \( k_c = (0, 0) \), which can be described in the context of Landau-Zener (LZ) physics that gives \( p(k) \approx e^{-4\pi Jm_f^{2} / (eE_0)^{2}} \).

Fig. 2. Energy spectra of the lower band of the Hamiltonian (1) with \( m_f(t) = m_f \) for (a) \( m_f = -2J \) and (b) \( m_f = -3.4J \). The unit of energy is \( 2J \). The Berry curvature \( \epsilon_{\lambda} (k) \) for (c) \( m_f = -2J \) and (d) \( m_f = -3.4J \).

\[
\text{In this regime, in the limit of weak electric field } E_0 \to 0, \text{ one can expand } g_{12} \text{ in terms of } A \text{ on the time scale } \tau_c < t \ll \gamma_c / (eE_0), \text{ and the main contribution to } J_{Osc}(t) \text{ comes from the first term, i.e., } g_{12} \propto A = E_0(t - t_c), \text{ where the electric field is supposed to approach a constant value. Therefore, for sufficiently weak electric field such as in } E_0 = 0.001e\hbar, \text{ the amplitude of oscillating Hall current will always undergo an initial increase with time [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].}
\]

In the long-time limit when \( k_c / (E_0 e) \ll t < 2\pi \hbar / (eE_0a) \), which is quickly fulfilled as in the case when \( E_0 = 0.02e\hbar), \text{ we find that the oscillations persist for } m_f = -2J \text{ while they can be damped out for } m_f \neq -2J \text{ as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).} \]

The damping is caused by the significant difference for the energy spectrum \( \epsilon_{\lambda}(k) \) along the \( k_c \) direction, which is strongly modified by the presence of large \( A(t) \). To gain some intuitive understanding, let us keep only the dominant term responsible for the strong damping, \( D_2(k') \), and approximate \( J_{Osc}(t) \) by \( J_{Osc}(t) \sim 2Re / d\kappa / (1 - p(k') e^{2i\phi(k') / h} + \pi / 2) \text{, where we have taken the leading term } g_{12} \approx \kappa / 2a \text{ and ignored the time-independent phase contribution and the Berry phase, which is irrelevant due to its small variation in momentum space. To see the effect of spectrum difference, let us fix } k, \text{ (which is driven by the electric field by } k_{x} = eE_0 / \hbar, \text{ e.g, } k_{x} = a / 2) \text{, where dispersion exhibits the largest derivative along } k_c \text{ for } k_c = 0 \text{ and } |m_f| \neq 2J. \text{ We find that the oscillations decays exponentially for } m_f = -3J \text{ and } \hbar / (2J) = 0.02. \text{ However, when } m_f = -2J \text{, we find } \text{ we find } J_{Osc}(t) \sim \sqrt{2} / (1 - ic') \text{ with } c = \sqrt{2} / (\pi J) \text{ in the long-time limit, which decays very slowly, almost leading to a persistent oscillation, consistent with Fig. 1(a), because of flat energy dispersion for } k_c = 0. \text{ Interestingly, we further see that the oscillations of Hall currents revive as it approaches a period of } 2\pi / \hbar / (eE_0a) \text{ because Bloch oscillation occurs [see blue curve in Fig. 1(b)]. This also implies that the oscillations of Hall}
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currents cannot be completely damped out if the relevant time scale for damping is $>\pi \hbar/(eE_0a)$.

The above analysis guides our intuition into the remarkably equilibrated Hall response in protocol (2). As $E_c(t)$ is present initially before $m_z(t)$ is varied, the energy gap closing point is shifted to $k_{\text{e}} = [-eA(t_c)/\hbar, 0]$. This motivates us to consider the form of Eq. (4) with the replacement $e(k) \to \nu(k - k_{\text{e}})$ and $\theta(k) \to \theta(k - k_{\text{e}})$. When $E_0 = 0.02e_0$, we find that $\theta(k - k_{\text{e}})$ exhibits rapid variations near $k_{\text{e}}$ along the $x$ direction [see Fig. 3(b) calculated by the exact numerical method], in sharp contrast to the counterpart of protocol (1) [see Fig. 3(a)], where $\theta(k)$ varies slowly. The rapid variations introduce the strong damping when the integration over momentum space is performed, leading to a rapid equilibration of Hall response in protocol (2) reflecting the topology of the instantanuous Hamiltonian, even for $m_z = -2J$.

In Fig. 1(d), we also observe that the green curve exhibits a conspicuous dip around $t = 395\hbar/(2J)$. To explain this phenomenon, we plot the profiles of the Berry curvature for the lower band $\Omega_{+}(k)$, $\Omega_{-}(k) = -\Omega_{+}(k)$ in the $(k_x, k_y)$ plane. We see that the Berry curvature is uniformly distributed along $k_x$ around $k_{\text{e}} = 0$ for $m_z = -2J$, while, for $m_z = -3.4J$, it is localized around $k_{\text{e}} = 0$. Since the electric field is ramped up initially, we have $J_{\text{Hall}}(t) = (e^2E_0/\hbar)\sum_{\nu=0}(-2 - 2\theta(k - k_{\text{e}}))^2 \Omega_{\nu} |k_{\text{e}} - k_{\text{e}} + eA_0(t - t_c)/\hbar, k_{\text{e}}|$, with $k_{\text{e}} = [k_{\text{e},x}, k_{\text{e},y}] = [-eA_0(t - t_c)/\hbar, 0]$, implying that the Hall response experiences a conspicuous decline when $eA_0(t - t_c)/\hbar = 2n\pi/a$ with $n$ being an integer for $m_z = -3.4J$.

III. EQUILIBRATED HALL RESPONSE OF WEYL SEMIMETALS

Let us consider a system of atoms in a 3D lattice described by the Hamiltonian (see Appendix B for its realization scheme)

$$H_{\text{C}} = \frac{p^2}{2m} - \sum_{\nu=x,y,z} V_{\nu} \cos^2(k_{\nu} r_{\nu}) + m_z \sigma_z + V_{\text{SO}},$$

where $m$ is the mass of atoms, $p$ is the momentum operator, $V_{\text{SO}} = M_z \sigma_z - M_x \sigma_x$ describes the nondiagonal optical lattices with $M_z = \Omega_{\text{SO}} \sin(k_{\nu} r_{\nu}) \cos(k_{\nu} r_{\nu}) \cos(k_{\nu} r_{\nu})$ and $M_x = \Omega_{\text{SO}} \sin(k_{\nu} r_{\nu}) \cos(k_{\nu} r_{\nu}) \cos(k_{\nu} r_{\nu})$, and $V_{\nu} > 0$ denotes the strength of diagonal lattices with the period $a_\nu = \pi/k_{\nu}$. Hamiltonian (5) can be recast into the following tight-binding form (see Appendix B for derivation), i.e.,

$$H_{\text{TB}} = \sum_{\nu=x,y,z} \left(- \sum_{\nu=1,2} (J^\nu_{\nu} \tilde{c}^\dagger \nu \tilde{c}^\nu + a.e.) + m^\nu_z \sigma_z + (-1)^{\nu+1} J_{SO}(\tilde{c}^\nu \sigma_\nu \tilde{c}^\nu + a.e.) + H.c.) \right).$$

where $\tilde{c}^\nu$ is annihilating (creating) an atom with spin $\sigma$ at $x = \sum_{\nu} a_\nu$, $a_\nu$. The corresponding Hamiltonian in momentum space reads

$$H_{\text{3D}}(k) = m_z \sigma_z - h_t \tau_x + \tau_z (d_z \sigma_x - d_x \sigma_z),$$

where $\tau_x$ denotes the Pauli matrix describing the sublattices, $h_t = -2 \sum\sum J_\nu \cos(k_{\nu} a_\nu)$, $d_z = 2J_{SO} \sin(k_{\nu} a_\nu)$ and $d_x = 2J_{SO} \sin(k_{\nu} a_\nu)$. The eigenenergy corresponding to Hamiltonian (6) is $E_{\pm}(\lambda) = \pm \sqrt{d_z^2 + d_x^2 + (h_t - \lambda m_z)^2}$ with $\lambda = \pm 1$.

Below we will assume $J_c = J_{SO} = J$ and $a_\nu = a$ for convenience.

The semimetal (6) exhibits a very rich phase diagram. When $|m_z| > 6J$, the Weyl semimetal is in the trivial insulating phase. When $2J < |m_z| < 6J$, the system is in the topological phase featuring one pair of Weyl points, whereas for $|m_z| < 2J$ and $m_z \neq 0$, the semimetal has two pairs of Weyl points. For $m_z = 0$, the system is the Dirac semimetal with two Dirac points [59]. The locations of Weyl points and Dirac points in momentum space are displayed in Fig. 4(a).

To characterize a Weyl point in equilibrium, one can use the Chern number of the eigenstates (or Hamiltonian) defined over a closed surface in momentum space as shown in Fig. 4(b). With a Weyl point inside, the Chern number equals $\pm 1$. However, as we slowly modify $m_z$, the Chern number of states over the surface remains unchanged under unitary time evolution, even though the Weyl point defined by the Hamiltonian moves out of the surface, implying that the Chern number of states does not reflect the Chern number of the Hamiltonian in nonequilibrium scenarios (see the detailed discussion in Appendix C).
Although the Chern number of states over a closed surface remains unchanged as a Hamiltonian parameter slowly varies, we find that the Hall response along y for the considered Weyl semimetal [60] changes [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], when an electric field $E_y(t)$ is switched on before $m_z(t)$ is slowly tuned. Remarkably, the Hall response at $E_y = 0.012E_0$ is finally equilibrated to the value of its equilibrium counterpart dictated by the instantaneous Hamiltonian as we slowly tune the system from a topologically trivial insulator to a Weyl semimetal phase with two Weyl points [see Fig. 4(e)] and from a phase with two Weyl points to another phase with four points [see Fig. 4(d)]; this is in sharp contrast to the case for $E_y = 0.001E_0$ where the Hall response cannot be equilibrated but rather exhibits strong oscillations, as we have discussed earlier.

In summary, we have demonstrated a scheme to equilibrate the quantized Hall response from pure coherent dynamics when a 2D insulator is ramped from a topologically trivial into nontrivial regime. We further apply our strategy to a 3D Weyl semimetal and find the equilibrated Hall response as the number and location of Weyl points are slowly tuned. Our findings not only pave the way for observing the 2D Hall response but also for detecting and controlling Weyl semimetals in ultracold atomic gases.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD INDUCED PHASES

To calculate the phase $\theta(k + k_r)$ induced by the electric field, we expand the state in the basis of instantaneous eigenstates $|u_j(k', m_z(t))\rangle$ as

$$ |\psi(t)\rangle = \sum_{j=\pm} \alpha_j(k, t) A_j(k, t) |u_j(k', m_z(t))\rangle, $$

(A1)

where $|u_j(k', m_z(t))\rangle$ satisfies $H(k', m_z(t))|u_j(k', m_z(t))\rangle = \epsilon_j(k', m_z(t))|u_j(k', m_z(t))\rangle$ with $\epsilon_j(k', m_z(t)) = \sqrt{\sum_{j'=\pm} d_{j'}^j(k', m_z(t)) d_{j'}^{j} \phi_{j'}^{r}(t)}$ corresponding to the dynamical and Berry phases $\gamma_j(t) = \int_{t_0}^{t} dt' \langle u_j(k', m_z(t')) |i\hbar \partial_{t'} |u_j(k', m_z(t'))\rangle$, respectively. Plugging Eq. (A1) into the Schrödinger equation yields

$$ \partial_t \alpha_+ = -f(t) \alpha_+ A_+/A_-, $$

(A2)

$$ \partial_t \alpha_- = f(t) \alpha_- A_-/A_+, $$

(A3)

where $f(t) = (u_-(k', m_z(t)) | i \partial_t | u_+(k', m_z(t))\rangle$ (Supposing that all atoms are initialized to the lower band, we can calculate the time evolution of $\alpha_j(k, t)$, obtaining $\theta(k) = \text{angle}[\alpha_+(k, t > t_e)/\alpha_-(k, t > t_e)]$).

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME FOR REALIZATION OF A WEYL SEMIMETAL AND DERIVATION OF THEIR TIGHT-BINDING MODEL

To implement the continuous model in Eq. (5) in the main text, we only need to slightly modify our previous scheme for realization of a dynamical 4D Weyl nodal ring [61]. We refer the reader to Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for a laser configuration setup, where two sets of Raman laser beams are utilized to generate the off-diagonal spin-dependent optical lattices. Each set includes two pairs of Raman laser beams. In the first set, for one pair, the Rabi frequencies are $\Omega_1 = -\Omega_{20} \cos(k_{x} r_x) e^{-i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, $\Omega_2 = i \Omega_{20} \sin(k_{x} r_x) e^{i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, and for the other pair, they are $\Omega_1 = -\Omega_{10} \cos(k_{x} r_x) e^{i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, $\Omega_2 = i \Omega_{10} \sin(k_{x} r_x) e^{-i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$. In the second set, for one pair, the Rabi frequencies are $\Omega_1 = \Omega_{10} \sin(k_{x} r_x) e^{-i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, $\Omega_2 = \Omega_{10} \cos(k_{x} r_x) e^{i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, and for the other pair, they are $\Omega_1 = \Omega_{10} \sin(k_{x} r_x) e^{i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$, $\Omega_2 = \Omega_{10} \cos(k_{x} r_x) e^{-i k_{z} r_z / \alpha}$. We also require another laser beam to create an optical lattice along $z$. Using this scheme, we can achieve the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7).

To obtain the continuous model’s tight-binding Hamiltonian, let us write down the many-body Hamiltonian using the field operator

$$ H_{II} = \int d{\mathbf{r}} \psi^\dagger(r) H_{C} \psi(r), $$

(B1)

where $\psi(r) = [\psi_\uparrow(r), \psi_\downarrow(r)]^T$ with $\psi_\sigma(r)$ [$\psi^\dagger_\sigma(r)$] being a field operator destroying (creating) a particle located at $r$ with spin $\sigma$ ($\sigma = \uparrow, \downarrow$). The anticommutation or commutation relation $[\psi_\sigma(r), \psi^\dagger_\sigma(r')] = \delta_{\sigma, \sigma'} \delta(r - r')$ is required to be
transformation \( \hat{\psi}_\sigma (r) \approx \sum_{x,\sigma} W_{x}(r) \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \),

\[ (B2) \]

where \( \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \) is the annihilation operator for a particle with spin \( \sigma \) located at the site \( x \), which satisfies the anticommutation or commutation relation \( \{ \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}, \hat{\xi}_{x',\nu} \} \), \( \delta_{\nu,\sigma} \) for fermionic (+) or bosonic (−) atoms, respectively, and \( W_{x}(r) \) is the Wannier function for the lowest band of the Hamiltonian with \( h_{c} = V_{SO} = 0 \), which is located at the site \( x = \sum_{\nu} j_{\nu} a_{\nu} \) with \( \nu = x, y, z \).

With the aid of Eq. (B2), we can obtain the following tight-binding Hamiltonian by keeping only the nearest-neighbor hopping terms (see Refs. [46,62] for the detailed derivation and verification for its validity):

\[ H_{TB} = \sum_{x} \left[ -\sum_{\nu} (J_{\nu} \hat{\xi}_{x-\nu,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} + H.c.) + m_{z} \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \right] + \sum_{\nu} (-1)^{i+j} J_{SO} (\hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{\xi}_{x+1,\sigma} - \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \hat{\xi}_{x+1,\sigma}^\dagger + H.c.), \]

\[ (B3) \]

where \( \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} = (\hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger, \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger) \). In the basis of \( \Psi(k) = (e^{-i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}} A^\dagger_{k,\uparrow} A^\dagger_{-k,\downarrow} B^\dagger_{k,\downarrow} \bar{B}^\dagger_{-k,\uparrow}) \) where \( A \) and \( B \) correspond to two sublattices, the Hamiltonian can be written as in momentum space \( H_{TB} = \sum_{k} \Psi(k)^{*} H_{3D}(k) \Psi(k) \), where \( H_{3D}(k) \) is the Hamiltonian (5) in the main text. Applying the transformation \( \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \rightarrow \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger \) and \( \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \) reduces the model to the form

\[ H_{TB} = \sum_{x} \left[ \sum_{\nu} (J_{\nu} \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{\xi}_{x+\nu,\sigma} + H.c.) + m_{z} \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \right] - J_{SO} (i\hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger + i\hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger + H.c.). \]

\[ (B4) \]

where \( \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma} = (\hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger, \hat{\xi}_{x,\sigma}^\dagger) \). The lattice structure becomes simple orthorhombic from a rocksalt lattice structure. Using the Fourier transformation, we can write this Hamiltonian in momentum space as \( H_{TB} = \sum_{k} \hat{\xi}_{k}^\dagger H_{3D}(k) \hat{\xi}_{k} \), where \( \hat{\xi}_{k} = (\hat{\xi}_{k,\uparrow,\sigma}^\dagger, \hat{\xi}_{k,\downarrow,\sigma}^\dagger) \) and \( H_{3D}(k) \) is given in Ref. [60].

**APPENDIX C: CHANGE OF THE CHERN NUMBER OF THE STATES AND THE HAMILTONIAN**

Let us choose a closed surface \( S \) parametrized by \((u_1, u_2)\) in momentum space and calculate the evolution of the Chern number of the states and the Hamiltonian \( H_{3D} \) on the surface. The Chern number is defined by [63,64]

\[ C = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{S} \mathbf{d} \cdot \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{d}}{\partial u_1} \times \frac{\partial \mathbf{d}}{\partial u_2} \right) du_1 du_2. \]

\[ (C1) \]

To determine the Chern number of the Hamiltonian \( C_{H} \), we take \( \mathbf{d} = \sum_{\nu=x,y,z} \hat{\xi}_{\nu} e_{\nu} \) with \( \hat{\xi}_{\nu} = -h_{c} + m_{z} \) and \( \hat{\xi}_{\nu} = d_{\nu}/\sqrt{d_{x}^{2} + d_{y}^{2} + d_{z}^{2}} \); for the Chern number of states \( C_{S} \), we take \( \mathbf{d} = -\langle \Psi_{u_1, u_2}(t) \sigma \Psi_{u_1, u_2}(t) \rangle \), where \( \sigma = \sum_{\nu=x,y,z} \sigma_{e_{\nu}} \) and \( \langle \Psi_{u_1, u_2}(t) \rangle \) denotes the instantaneous wave function on the surface with the ground state chosen as the initial wave function. In Fig. 5, we plot the evolution of \( C_{H} \) and \( C_{S} \) for two different scenarios. In the first case, we choose a closed surface so that it encloses a Weyl point at \( t = 0 \) and, as time evolves, the Weyl point moves out of the surface. We find that the Chern number of states over the surface remains unchanged while the Chern number of the Hamiltonian changes to zero, once the point moves out of the surface. In the second case, the surface is initially chosen so that there are no Weyl points inside it. As we slowly tune a Hamiltonian parameter so that a Weyl point moves inside the surface, we find that during this process the Chern number of states remains zero while the Chern number of the Hamiltonian changes to \(-1\). This demonstrates that the states cannot reflect the change of a Weyl point in a Hamiltonian due to the out-of-equilibrium feature.
